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This EURGBP trade that was executed perfectly was analysed from multiple time
frames in order to gain as much confluences needed to trade.

What is shown from the chart below is our daily key structure points while in our POI.

Although on the daily time frame you can clearly see we are participating in a bearish
market structure phase on the higher time frames.

While being in a bearish market we can still look for potential buying opportunities.

Our POI on the daily timeframe is the last candle before having a heavy bullish
movement previously on the weekly timeframe , you can see this in the chart below,



Once price entered our POI on the daily time frame we then needed extra confluences
in order to trade. As we are trading from the daily perspective we need to wait for

intraday time frames to give us the same directional bias.

While being bearish on intraday time frames heading into our POI we wanted price
action to show us signs of reversal from this area.

In the chart below you will see that were on the H1 chart and shows us key market
structure points and our bullish intent point with the BOS.



As shown above on the H1 timeframe we had clear bearish structure with then bullish
intent while giving us a BOS. This now shows this reversal point is valid and pricer

is given us the confluences needed for this POI to be valid.

Like shown above when this BOS was made we then identified a M45 candle which is
known to us as a smart money funded candle.

Clear chart view below:



This M45 SMFC is the only bearish candle in the whole impulsive move that caused our
BOS on the H1 timeframe.

This is where we can set our limit which was sent out too.

Stop loss was set below the H1 structure point as on the H4 timeframe this M45 candle
was within that range which meant price could have hit us out of the trade if stop loss

was placed below the M45 candle.



As mentioned before if stop loss was placed at the M45 candle we would've been taken
out before moving in the direction we anticipated.

While we reacted from our area we could then be confident in our directional bias and
target area which would be targeted on the daily timeframe as were trading from the

daily timeframe.



Overall directional bias continued with heavy bullish momentum building.

Overall target was then complete
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